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Eastern Tailed-Blue
Eastern Tailed-Blues are found throughout Alabama, although they are 
much more common in the upper two-thirds of the state.  They are multi-
brooded.  Open, sunny sites provide habitat, including suburban yards. 
Flight is usually low to the ground.  These small butterflies are frequent 
puddlers. Both sexes nectar from a variety of small flowers.  

• Very small. Some individuals are tiny.

• Sexually and seasonally dimorphic. Females are slightly larger. Ventrally, sexes are similar.  
Dorsally, males are iridescent blue with a thin, dark border.  An orange spot may or may not 
be present.   Female dorsal wings vary in shade from  gray-brown to dark gray-blue.  The 
orange spots on the base of their hindwings tend to be more distinct than those of the 
male. Spring form females have iridescent blue patches on dorsal wings; blue is greatly 
reduced in summer individuals or lacking altogether.

• Often basks with open wings.

• Tails are thin and may be lost after time and wear.

• May be confused with Spring Azures and Summer Azures (ventral).  Eastern Tailed-Blues 
have tails; they have orange hindwing spots that the azures lack. Females may be confused 
with Gray Hairstreaks (dorsal). ETB females have two prominent orange hindwing spots.
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* Reliable diagnostic marker

Eastern Tailed-Blue
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Dorsal Male

Iridescent blue

Thin dark border

Variable orange spot

Thin tails

Eastern Tailed-Blue  Cupido comyntas

Wingspan: ¾ - 1¾ inches (2.2 - 2.9 cm)
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* Reliable diagnostic marker

Eastern Tailed-Blue
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Dorsal Female                                       
Spring Form

Dark gray with patches of 
iridescent blue 

Prominent orange spots

Thin tails

Eastern Tailed-Blue  Cupido comyntas

Wingspan: ¾ - 1¾ inches (2.2 - 2.9 cm)
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* Reliable diagnostic marker

Eastern Tailed-Blue
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Dorsal Female                                       
Summer Form

Dark gray; little if any blue scaling 

Prominent orange spots

Thin tails

Eastern Tailed-Blue  Cupido comyntas

Wingspan: ¾ - 1¾ inches (2.2 - 2.9 cm)
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* Reliable diagnostic marker

Eastern Tailed-Blue
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Ventral View

Distinct black spots

Pale gray

Orange chevrons

Thin tails

Eastern Tailed-Blue  Cupido comyntas

Wingspan: ¾ - 1¾ inches (2.2 - 2.9 cm)

* Reliable diagnostic markers
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* Reliable diagnostic marker

Eastern Tailed-Blue
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Male/Female Comparison                 
Ventral

Female slightly larger

Male slightly smaller

Eastern Tailed-Blue  Cupido comyntas

Wingspan: ¾ - 1¾ inches (2.2 - 2.9 cm)

* Reliable diagnostic markers
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Similar Species
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Eastern Tailed-Blue
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Summer Azure
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Spring Azure
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Similar Species
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Eastern Tailed-Blue
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Female Gray Hairstreak


